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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a novel design flow is presented for power minimiza-
tion of nano-CMOS SRAM (static random access memory) cir-
cuits, while maintaining their performance. A 32nm high-κ/metal-
gate SRAM is used as an example circuit. The baseline SRAM
circuit is subjected to power minimization using a dual-VTh as-
signment based on a novel Design of Experiments-Integer Linear
Programming (DOE-ILP) approach. However, this leads to a 15%
reduction in the Static Noise Margin (SNM) of the SRAM, which
is an indicator of the stability degradation of the SRAM. This re-
duction in the SNM is then overcome using a conjugate gradient
optimization, while maintaining the minimum power consumption.
The final SRAM design shows 86% reduction in power (including
leakage) consumption and 8% increase in the SNM compared to
the baseline design. The variability analysis of the optimized cell
is carried out considering the variability effect in 12 parameters to
study the robustness of the optimal SRAM circuit. An 8 × 8 array
is constructed to show the feasibility of the proposed SRAM.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.7.1 [Integrated Circuits]: Types and Design Styles—VLSI (very
large scale integration)

General Terms
Design, Optimization

Keywords
SRAM, Nano-CMOS, Power, Leakage, Static Noise Margin

1. INTRODUCTION
The increasing complexity of integrated circuits has kept the

power dissipation an unresolved issue, especially for the battery-
powered portable applications. In the processor-based system-on-
chips (SoCs), the memories occupy an increasing part of the area
budget and are the main contributor of the power dissipation. The
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trend in the nanoscale technologies is towards an increased con-
tribution of the static power consumption, which is a major prob-
lem for the most frequent Static Random Access Memory (SRAM)
application, the cache memories. This increased contribution be-
comes extremely important in applications with long idle modes as
in the case of wireless micro sensor systems, in which the standby
period is much longer than the active mode.

Stability is an important concern for embedded SRAMs. The
SNM serves as a figure of merit for stability of SRAMs. It is a
challenge to maintain an acceptable SNM in embedded SRAMs
while scaling the minimum feature sizes and supply voltages of the
SoCs. Process variation is critical for the nanoscale technologies.
Precise control of the process parameters is difficult and the in-
creased process variations are translated into a wider distribution of
transistor and circuit characteristics. Any asymmetry in the SRAM
cell structure due to process variations renders the affected cells
less stable. Under adverse operating conditions such SRAMs may
inadvertently flip and corrupt the stored data.

The novel contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) A novel design flow is proposed for power minimization and
stability maximization in nano-CMOS SRAM circuits.
(2) A high-κ/metal-gate 32nm 10-transistor SRAM is subjected to
this methodology to show it’s effectiveness.
(3) A novel DOE-ILP based approach is proposed for power mini-
mization in a SRAM circuit.
(4) A conjugate-gradient based algorithm is proposed for SNM
maximization of the SRAM.
(5) Process variation analysis for robustness of study the SRAM.
(6) An 8 × 8 array is constructed using optimal SRAM cells.

The paper is organized as follows: Related research is discussed
in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the proposed flow. The SRAM
is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 presents the DOE-ILP based
power minimization. Section 6 briefs the SNM maximization using
conjugate-gradient approach. Section 7 studies the effect of process
variation. Conclusions are presented in Section 8.

2. PRIOR RESEARCH IN SRAM
In [2], a dual-VTh/dual-Tox method is presented for low-power

SRAM. In [1], an SRAM stability analysis method in the presence
of random parameters fluctuation is proposed. A read-stability and
power-consumption optimal 9-transistor SRAM is proposed in [8,
7]. A Schmitt-trigger based SRAM proposed in [6] provides bet-
ter read-stability and write-ability while achieving process varia-
tion tolerance. In [11], a 10-transistor SRAM is presented which is
tolerant to process variation induced read failure. A 10-transistor
SRAM at a low voltage and faster readout operation is proposed in
[9]. In [14], a DOE-ILP based methodology is proposed for dual-
VTh assignment in a 7-transistor SRAM.



3. PROPOSED FLOW FOR OPTIMAL DE-
SIGN OF HIGH-κ NANO-CMOS SRAM

The motivation of design flow shown in Fig. 1 is power mini-
mization (including leakage) of SRAM, while maximizing it’s sta-
bility. The input to the flow is a baseline SRAM design.

The figures of merit under consideration are measured for the
baseline design. Dual-VTh voltage technique is considered as it has
strong impact on power dissipation and SNM of the of the SRAM.

This is performed using a DOE-ILP based approach. The mo-
tivation of using DOE is that it is an efficient way to understand
relationship between input factors and response [10]. For determin-
ing the settings of input factors which optimize the response, ILP
is used which solves the linear equations, ensures minimum power
SRAM cell configuration. However, this results in degradation in
the stability (SNM) of the SRAM.

To improve the stability of the SRAM, the minimum-power con-
figuration SRAM is subjected to the conjugate-gradient based opti-
mization loop for SNM maximization. Conjugate gradient method
is an efficient methodology for the target objectives compared to
other methodologies. This method is suitable for handling linear
systems from difference equations approximating boundary value
problems [4]. First, at each step of the algorithm an estimate of
the solution is given, which is improvement over the one given in
the preceding step. Second, at any step a new experiment can be
started by a simple device, which is an improvement over the one
given in preceding step.

The parameter set for optimization includes the widths and lengths
of the access, load and driver transistors of the SRAM cell. The out-
put of this optimization loop is a highly stable SRAM cell, which
consumes minimum power.
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Figure 1: The proposed design flow for optimal SRAM.

4. HIGH-κ BASED 10-TRANSISTOR SRAM
The baseline 10-transistor SRAM cell is shown in Fig. 2 [11].

This topology is tolerant to read failures induced by nano-CMOS
process variations [11]. The SRAM cell is composed of two in-
verters connected back to back in a closed loop fashion in order to
store the 1-bit information. Three transmission gates read, write
and hold states, instead of access transistors used in the traditional
6-transistor SRAM. Transmission gates carefully input and output
the data to/ from the cell node Q at full logic level. This provide full
swing during write and read operation. The use of sense amplifier
using SRAM is better for small signal handling but has difficulty
in handling threshold voltages thus this feature of the 10-transistor
SRAM eliminates the use of sense amplifier and pre-charging cir-
cuitry for pre-charging of bit and bit-bar lines prior to read and
write operations and will lead to area efficient cache.
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Figure 2: A ten transistor SRAM cell.

4.1 Operations of the 10-transistor SRAM
The 10-transistor SRAM cell initiates the read operation with the

read (Read and Read) nodes. In read ‘1’ operation, the Read node
will connect the NMOS transistor of transmission gate that pro-
vides path for the Q and further to Data out node. The Read node
goes to high level and so does node Q as it connects the path. In
case of read operation the transmission gates 9 and 10 are in the
‘ON’ state, thus carrying active-drain current. The transmission
gate at the read side are also ‘ON’ hence carry active-drain current.
Transistor 4 and transistor 5 have active-drain current being in the
‘ON’ state and transistor 3 and transistor 6 have subthreshold cur-
rent as they are in ‘OFF’ state as shown in Fig. 3(a). During the
read ‘0’ operation (shown in Fig. 3(b)) transistors 3 and 6 carry
active-drain current in ‘ON’ state, whereas transistors 4 and 5 have
subthreshold current in ‘OFF’ state. Subthreshold current flows
through the transmission gate at the write node and transmission
gates of the read side have active-drain current. Similarly, write ‘1’
and write ‘0’ operations can be analyzed, which are not discussed
due to lack of space.

4.2 High-κ Nano-CMOS SRAM Models
For the design and simulation of SRAM presented in this paper, a

32nm high-κ/metal-gate CMOS PTM [15] is used. In the absence
of published data and device models, PTM provides timely and ef-
fective analysis. The simulations results obtained are highly accu-
rate and the calculated data are of comparable accuracy to TCAD
simulations which are typically time and computation intensive.
For the PTM based on BSIM4/5, two methods are adopted:
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Figure 3: Current paths in the 10-transistor SRAM.

(1) The model parameter in the model file that denotes relative per-
mittivity (EPSROX) is changed.
(2) The equivalent oxide thickness (EOT) for the dielectric under
consideration is calculated.

Using these steps, the EOT is calculated so as to keep the ratio
of relative permittivity over dielectric thickness constant. The EOT
is calculated by using the following expression:

T ∗
ox =

(
κSiO2

κgate

)
× Tgate, (1)

where κgate is the relative permittivity and Tgate is the thickness
of the gate dielectric material other than SiO2, while κSiO2 is the
dielectric constant of SiO2(= 3.9). We have taken κgate = 21 to
emulate a HfO2 dielectric. The EOT is calculated to be 0.9nm.

The total power of a nano-CMOS circuit is defined as the sum-
mation of dynamic power and subthreshold leakage. The use of
high-κ metal-gate technology eliminates the gate leakage in SRAM.
The power dissipation is calculated by using the following:

Ptotal = Pdynamic + Psubthreshold, (2)

where Pdynamic is the dynamic power consumed by the transistors
and Psubthreshold is the subthreshold leakage.

The simulation setup for SNM measurement is as follows. Two
equal voltage sources VN with opposite polarity are applied be-

Table 1: Results of the baseline SRAM
Parameters Values

Average power PSRAM 2.27 μW
SNMSRAM 271 mV
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Figure 4: Pareto plot for SRAM power.

tween the two inverters of the SRAM cell. These voltages are var-
ied from 0 to 0.5V or more until the cell data flips. The voltage
sources VN are said to be the static noise sources. Since the SRAM
cell holds the data and its compliment, it is considered that the cell
nodes carry lower noises than during read access also because the
noise sources are isolated from the data in and out nodes. The value
of SNM obtained is the worst-case. The value of VN at which the
node voltages change the cell logic states is called as SNM of the
memory cell. SNM is defined as the length of the largest square
that is fitted inside the smallest lobes of the butterfly curves [2].

For the supply voltage Vdd of 0.7V , the experimental results for
the baseline 10-transistor SRAM are presented in Table 1. The
butterfly curve for SNM measurement is shown in Fig. 6(a).

5. DOE-ILP APPROACH FOR MINIMUM
POWER/LEAKAGE CONFIGURATION

An approach that uses both DOE and ILP is deployed for power
minimization of the SRAM. The baseline 10-transistor SRAM is
first subjected to a Design of Experiments [3, 5] based approach
using a 2-Level Taguchi L-12 array. The factors are the VTh states
of 10 transistors of the SRAM cell (Fig. 2), and the response un-
der consideration is the average power consumption of the cell
(fPSRAM ). Each factor can take a high VTh state (+1) or a nom-
inal VTh state (-1). Taguchi approach is used in order to reduce
the run time of our experiments. For example, using other methods
like full factorial would take 210 = 1024 runs, whereas the L-12
Taguchi array requires 12 runs. Also, Taguchi is used for screen-
ing critical factors, which will be considered in our future research
where a large number of factors like the transistor sizes will be con-
sidered along with the VTh states. After running the experiments,
the half-effects are recorded using the following expression:

(
Δ(n)

2

)
=

(
avg(+1)− avg(−1)

2

)
, (3)

where
[
Δ(n)

2

]
is the half-effect of nth transistor, avg(+1) is average

power when transistor n is in high-VTh state, and avg(-1) is average
power when it is in nominal VTh state. Fig. 4 shows a pareto plot
which is constructed using these half-effects.
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Figure 5: Minimum power configuration SRAM cell. The cir-
cled transistors are high VTh transistors.

From this data, predictive equation of following form is obtained:

̂fPSRAM = fPSRAM +
10∑

n=1

(
Δ(n)

2
× xn

)
, (4)

where ̂fPSRAM is the response, fPSRAM is the average response,[
Δ(n)

2

]
is the half effect of the nth transistor, and xn is the VTh

state of the nth transistor. The predictive equation obtained for
power is the following:

̂fPSRAM (nW ) = 2192.4 + 223.9 × x1 + 243.7 × x2

+902.8 × x3 − 1352.5 × x4 + 211.9 × x5

−29.2 × x6 − 179.1 × x7 + 92.6 × x8

−128.2 × x9 − 170.72 × x10. (5)

Where x1 represents the VTh state of transistor 1 (Fig. 2), x2

represents the VTh state of transistor 2, and so on. From this, an
ILP problem is formulated as follows:

min ̂fPSRAM

s.t. −1 ≤ x1 ≤ +1,−1 ≤ x2 ≤ +1,
−1 ≤ x3 ≤ +1,−1 ≤ x4 ≤ +1,
−1 ≤ x5 ≤ +1,−1 ≤ x6 ≤ +1,
−1 ≤ x7 ≤ +1,−1 ≤ x8 ≤ +1,
−1 ≤ x9 ≤ +1,−1 ≤ x10 ≤ +1.

(6)

Where the constraints ‘+1’ and ‘-1’ represent coded values for high
VTh and nominal VTh states, respectively. ILP is used for small cir-
cuit, but the methodology is automated, and hence can be used for
larger circuits. We form the predictive equations for power (fPWR)
and RSNM (fRSNM ) based on the experiments performed on the
VTh state (high or nominal) of the transistors in SRAM cell.

The predictive equations and constraints are considered to be lin-
ear. Therefore solving the ILP problem the optimal solution is ob-
tained as PSRAM = [x1 = 0, x2 = 0, x3 = 0, x4 = 1, x5 = 0,
x6 = 1, x7 = 1, x8 = 0, x9 = 1, x10 = 1]. This can be in-
terpreted as transistors 4, 6, 7, 9, 10 are high VTh transistors, and
transistors 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 are nominal VTh transistors. Fig. 5 shows
the SRAM cell with the high VTh transistors circled. Basically,
integer linear programming is a technique which is used for opti-
mization of a linear objective function subject to constraints and
the predictive functions are solved using this approach.

The experimental results obtained from the minimum power con-
figuration are presented in Table 2. It shows 86.15% power re-

Table 2: Minimum power configuration results.
Parameter Value

Average power PSRAM 314.5 nW
SNM SNMSRAM 230.4 mV

Algorithm 1 SNM optimization using conjugate gradient method.

1: Input: Minimum power configuration SRAM, Baseline
model file, High-threshold model file, Objective Set F =
[SNMSRAM , PSRAM ], Stopping criteria S, parameter set
D = [Wpl, Lpl,Wnd, Lnd,Wpa, Lpa,Wna, Lna], Lower pa-
rameter constraint Clow, Upper parameter constraint Cup.

2: Output: Optimized objective set Fopt, Optimal parameter set
Dopt for S ≤ ±β. {where 1% ≤ β ≤ 5%}

3: Run initial simulation with initial guess of D.
4: while (Clow < D < Cup) do
5: Use conjugate gradient method to generate new set of pa-

rameters D′ = D ± δD.
6: Compute F = [SNMSRAM , PSRAM ].
7: if (S ≤ ±β) then
8: return Dopt = D′.
9: end if

10: end while
11: Using Dopt, simulate the optimal SRAM.
12: Record Fopt for the optimal SRAM.

duction over the baseline design. However, it also results in 15%
degradation in SNM as evident from Fig. 6(b).

6. CONJUGATE-GRADIENT ALGORITHM
FOR SNM MAXIMIZATION

The DOE-ILP method achieved the objective of minimum power
consumption of the SRAM. To improve the SNM which is de-
graded during power optimization the conjugate gradient method
shown in Algorithm 1 is used. The conjugate-gradient method is an
approach for the numerical solution of systems of linear equations
whose matrix is symmetric and positive-definite, offering the ad-
vantages of low memory requirements and high convergence speed.
The minimum-power configuration SRAM cell is subjected to con-
jugate gradient based SNM maximization, where the parameter
set takes on different values, till the specifications are met [13].
The parameters considered during optimization are as follows: (1)
Lna: NMOS access transistor channel length, (2) Lpa: PMOS
access transistor channel length, (3) Wna: NMOS access tran-
sistor channel width, (4) Wpa: PMOS access transistor channel
width, (5) Lnd: NMOS driver transistor channel length, (6) Wnd:
NMOS driver transistor channel width, (7) Lpl: PMOS load tran-
sistor channel length, (8) Wpl: PMOS load transistor channel width.

The algorithm initially starts with the guess of D followed by
iterations to improve the guess each time until it is close enough
to the objective set of Fopt with the stopping criteria S. S is the
stopping criteria for the optimization to stop the iteration when the
objective set is reached, which is within ±ε, assumed as ε ≤ 5%;
where ε is designer specified error margin, in percentage. The algo-
rithm satisfies the stopping criteria S with the output of optimized
objective set Fopt and the optimal values of the design variable set
Dopt alongwith the upper and lower parameter constraints.

The optimization algorithm converged in 9 iterations with each
iteration lasting for 4 minutes. Table 3 shows the final values of the



Table 3: Optimized values of the parameter set.
D Clow Cup Dopt

Wpl 64 nm 1.28 μm 1.18 μm
Lpl 64 nm 1.28 μm 1.28 μm
Wnd 64 nm 1.28 μm 1.28 μm
Lnd 64 nm 1.28 μm 32.28 nm
Wpa 64 nm 1.28 μm 1.28 μm
Lpa 64 nm 1.28 μm 74.8 nm
Wna 64 nm 1.28 μm 1.28 μm
Lna 64 nm 1.28 μm 32 nm

Table 4: SRAM results after Optimization.
Parameters Values

Average power PSRAM 314.5 nW
SNM SNMSRAM 295 mV

parameter set for SNM optimal SRAM. The results obtained after
the optimization are presented in Table 4.

The experimental results show that 86.15% power reduction could
be achieved over the baseline SRAM design. At the same time 8%
improvement in SNM is obtained. The butterfly curve for the opti-
mal SRAM is shown in Fig. 6(c).

As per the design flow, an 8 × 8 array is constructed using the
optimized cell, which is shown in Fig. 8. The average power con-
sumption of the array is 1.2 μW .

7. PROCESS VARIATION ANALYSIS OF
THE 10-TRANSISTOR SRAM

The attributes of SRAM such as power (leakage) dissipation and
SNM is strongly affected by device threshold voltage. The pro-
cess variations introduced in the threshold voltage have impact on
power and SNM and needs analysis to ensure robustness of the
SRAM. Current sensing does not require large voltage swings to
maintain acceptable noise margins. The threshold voltage varia-
tion is strongly related to the device geometry and doping profile.
Eqn. 7 shows the threshold voltage standard deviation (σVTh ) rela-
tion with the gate dielectric thickness, the channel dopant concen-
tration (Nch) and the channel length and the device width [12]:

σVTh =

(
4
√

4q3εSiφB

2

)
×
(
Tgate

εgate

)
×
(

4
√
Nch√

W × L

)
, (7)

where φB = 2 ×κB × T × ln(Nch/ni) (with κB Boltzmann’s
constant, T the absolute temperature, ni the intrinsic carrier con-
centration, q the elementary charge), and εgate and εSi are the per-
mittivity of the gate and silicon, respectively. The above expression
is consistent with observations that σVTh is inversely proportional
to the square root of the device area.

The SRAM is exhaustively evaluated through 1000 Monte Carlo
simulations to ensure there is no process variation induced failures.
The 12 process parameters, which are dependent on the threshold
voltage variation as shown in the above equation are considered for
variability: (1) Tgaten: NMOS gate dielectric thickness (nm), (2)
Tgatep: PMOS gate dielectric thickness (nm), (3) Lna, (4)Lpa, (5)
Wna, (6) Wpa, (7) Lnd, (8) Wnd, (9) Lpl, (10) Wpl, (11) Nchn:
NMOS channel doping concentration (cm−3), (12) Nchp: PMOS
channel doping concentration (cm−3).

Each of the parameters is assumed to have a Gaussian distribu-
tion with mean taken as the nominal values specified in the PTM
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Figure 6: Butterfly curves for different SRAMs configurations.
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[15] and standard deviation as 10% of the mean. The parameters
are not independent. As a typical case, a correlation coefficient
of 0.9 between Tgaten and Tgatep is assumed. Fig. 9(a) shows
the effect of process variations on the butterfly curve of SRAM.
Fig. 9(b) shows the distributions for “SNM High” and “SNM Low”
extracted from the Monte Carlo simulations, where “SNM High” is
the higher SNM and “SNM Low” is the lower SNM due to asym-
metry in the cell, for each Monte Carlo run. “SNM Low” is treated
as the actual SNM. Table 5 shows the corresponding statistical data.
Fig. 9(c) shows the distribution of average power of the SRAM. The
average power distribution is observed to be Lognormal in nature.

8. CONCLUSIONS
A methodology is presented for cell-level optimization of SRAM

power and stability. A 32nm high-κ metal gate 10-transistor SRAM
is subjected to the proposed methodology which has shown 86%
reduction in power and 8% increase in SNM. A novel DOE-ILP
approach has been used for power minimization, and conjugate gra-
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Figure 9: Butterfly curve, SNM distribution, and Power distri-
bution for the optimal SRAM under process variations.

Table 5: Statistical data for SNM of optimal SRAM.
SNM μ (mV ) σ (mV )

SNM High 330.7 71.9
SNM Low 290.3 12.7

dient method is used for SNM maximization. The effect of process
variation of 12 parameters on the proposed SRAM is evaluated. A
8 × 8 array has been constructed using the optimized cell and data
for power and read access time is presented. The future scope of
this research involves array-level optimization of SRAM. For array
optimization, both mismatch and process variation will be consid-
ered as part of the design flow.
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